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Charles Gowin in “Variations on Themes from Lost and Found: Scenes from a Life and Other Works by John Bernd” at the 
Danspace Project. Photo: Andrea Mohin/The New York Times 



 
The dancers performing at Danspace Project this weekend are too young to have known 
John Bernd, the choreographer whose work they’re interpreting. Yet in “Variations on 
Themes from Lost and Found: Scenes from a Life and Other Works by John Bernd,” 
which opened on Thursday, they seem to be communing with the spirit of an old friend, 
coaxing him into the room, so that everyone there can know him. 
 
Mr. Bernd, the inspiration for Platform 2016: Lost and Found, a six-week series 
exploring the impact of the AIDS epidemic on generations of artists, died from AIDS-
related complications in 1988, at 35. He was just getting started, and his work, though 
celebrated in New York’s downtown dance scene during his lifetime, is not widely 
known. The platform, in part, is about filling the gaps left by lives cut short. 
The choreographer Ishmael Houston-Jones, one of the platform’s curators, asks in the 
Lost and Found catalog, “How do I quantify a negative; how do I curate an absence? 
How can I tell the innumerable untold stories of artists lost to AIDS?” 
 
“Variations” is one way. With the choreographer Miguel Gutierrez and the composer 
Nick Hallett, Mr. Houston-Jones, who danced with Mr. Bernd in the ’80s, has woven 
material from seven of his pieces, created during the last six years of his life, into a fresh, 
funny and profoundly poignant new work for seven dancers. The collaborators, who also 
included the choreographer Jennifer Monson and the lighting designer Carol Mullins, 
treat Mr. Bernd’s legacy lovingly but not too preciously, imparting a roughness that 
suggests it could keep evolving forever. 
 
Images of illness and recovery, even transcendence, come and go, in constant 
conversation. Early on, Madison Krekel approaches the prone, naked Alex Rodabaugh 
and slings him over her shoulder, carrying his limp body offstage. A more lighthearted 
passage finds the cast concocting an antiviral smoothie: “So I decided to take control of 
this illness,” says one of the dancers, throwing Prednisone into a blender. (Mr. Bernd 
wrote his own text and music, supplemented here by Prince, Lou Reed, Aaron Copland 
and others.) The most effervescent sections wrest themselves free of stories; they consist 
of leaping, bounding, skidding across the floor. 
 
The tragic and the mundane mingle. At the beginning and end, the dancers sing a 
repeating refrain made up of the syllables “Oh hi.” It’s as if Mr. Bernd is visiting, just 
checking in to say hello.  
	


